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Reverse or bidirectional Zoo-FISH suggests that synteny between porcine chromosome 12 (SSC12) and human chromosome 17 (HSA17) is
completely conserved. The construction of a high-resolution radiation hybrid (RH) map for SSC12 provides a unique opportunity to determine
whether chromosomal synteny is reflected at the molecular level by comparative gene mapping of SSC12 and HSA17. We report an initial, high-
resolution RH map of SSC12 on the 12,000-rad IMNpRH2 panel using CarthaGene software. This map contains a total of 320 markers, including
20 microsatellites and 300 ESTs/genes, covering ¨4836.9 cR12,000. The markers were ordered in 16 linkage groups at LOD 6.0 using framework
markers previously mapped on the IMpRH7000-rad SSC12 and porcine genetic maps. Ten linkage groups ordered more than 10 markers, with the
largest containing 101 STSs. The resolution of the current RH map is ¨15.3 kb/cR on SSC12, a significant improvement over the second-
generation EST SSC12 RH7000-rad map of 103 ESTs and 15 framework markers covering ¨2287.2 cR7000. Compared to HSA17, six distinct
segments were identified, revealing macro-rearrangements within the apparently complete synteny between SSC12 and HSA17. Further analysis
of the order of 245 genes (ESTs) on HSA17 and SSC12 also revealed several micro-rearrangements within a synteny segment. A high-resolution
SSC12 RH12,000-rad map will be useful in fine-mapping QTL and as a scaffold for sequencing this chromosome.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Radiation hybrid map; Comparative map; SSC12; HSA17; Microsatellite; EST; SwineIntroduction
Radiation hybrid (RH) mapping is based on analysis of the
marker distribution among a panel of host cell lines containing
random genomic fragments of a target genome [1]. This
mapping approach has advantages over other methods: it does
not require markers to be polymorphic, map resolution is
controlled by simply changing the radiation dose, and it is a
faster and relatively inexpensive way to construct a high-
resolution physical map. RH mapping has become the most0888-7543/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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several domestic animal species, including pigs. To date, four
different RH panels have been reported for swine: a 3000-rad
panel (T43RH; Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL, USA) used
for constructing maps of porcine chromosomes 2 (SSC2), 6,
and X [2–4]; a 5000-rad panel (SSRH) [5] used for a whole-
genome (WG) EST map [6]; a 7000-rad panel (IMpRH) [7,8]
used widely to create chromosomal and WG–RH maps [9–
15]; and a 12,000-rad panel (IMNpRH2) [16] for high-
resolution mapping in a chromosomal region of interest in
swine [17,18] and a scaffold for sequencing the swine
genome.
The priority for constructing an initial RH map for SSC12
was twofold. First, reverse or bidirectional Zoo–fluorescence5) 731 – 738
www.el
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SSC12 and human chromosome 17 (HSA17) is highly
conserved [19–21]. This provides a unique opportunity to
use gene sequences on HSA17 to increase marker density on
SSC12 and determine whether chromosomal synteny is
reflected at the molecular level by comparative mapping.
Second, SSC12 harbors at least 12 reported quantitative trait
loci (QTL) associated with growth [22–25], meat quality [26–
30], reproduction [31,32], and immune capacity [33].
SSC12 has been analyzed by linkage analysis [34–36],
somatic hybrid cell mapping [37], RH mapping [5,6,8,
11,15,38–40], and comparative gene mapping [41,42]. Approx-
imately 35 genes and ESTs have been mapped on the SSC12
cytogenetic map (http://www.toulouse.inra.fr/lgc/pig/cyto/
genmar/htm/12GM.HTM, last updated 2002) and 28 micro-
satellites (http://www.marc.usda.gov/genome/genome.html)
on the SSC12 linkage map, resulting in a low-density
map for the chromosome. Although our first-generation
porcine EST RH7000-rad map containing 51 ESTs (genes)
on SSC12 [11] has been published and improved recently
by doubling the marker number (118) on a second-
generation EST RH map (http://www.ag.unr.edu/beattie/
research/second_generation.htm, Rink et al., submitted for
publication), the current 7000-rad RH map of SSC12 still
lacks the resolution required for either fine-mapping of the
reported QTL or firmly establishing the degree of
conservation between SSC12 and HSA17. We used
HSA17 and the IMNpRH2 panel to develop a high-
resolution comprehensive map of SSC12. The resulting
SSC12 RH12,000-rad map contains 320 markers including 20
framework microsatellites (MSs) and 300 ESTs/genes,
covering ¨4836.9 cR12,000.
Results
SSC12 RH12,000-rad map
Initially, a total of 337 markers (Supplementary Table 1)
were typed on the 12,000-rad IMNpRH2 panel, and marker
order was determined using CarthaGene software [43,44]. At
LOD 6.0, 16 linkage groups (L1 to L16) (Fig. 1) were
identified with 17 singletons (6 genes, 5 ESTs, and 6 MSs). Ten
of these linkage groups contained more than 10 markers, with
the largest (L6 in Fig. 1) having 101 STSs. Four linkage groups
(L2, L6, L10, and L15) were anchored on the cytogenetic map
(http://www.toulouse.inra.fr/lgc/pig/cyto/genmar/htm/12GM.
HTM) and 6 linkage groups (L2, L6, L9, L10, L12, and
L13) on the genetic map (http://www.marc.usda.gov/genome/
genome.html) based on the common markers on the maps. The
order and orientation of the linkage groups were determined
based on markers mapped on the SSC12 genetic map (http://
www.marc.usda.gov/genome/genome.html) and the ESTs/
genes ordered on the first- [11] and second-generation EST
RH7000-rad maps (http://www.ag.unr.edu/beattie/research.htm).
This initial SSC12 RH12,000-rad map contains 320 markers
including 20 MSs, 202 genes, and 98 ESTs, covering
¨4836.9 cR. In 4 instances there were 3 ESTs/genes[H3F3B – ITGB4 –GALK1 (L2 in Fig. 1), PSME3 –
AR043A10 –PRKWNK4 (L6), and AR056G04 –ACADVL –
HSA011916 and MPDU1 –FXR2 –EIF4A1 (L13)] with an
identical RH vector. These were assigned to the same map
position. In 18 other cases, 2 ESTs/genes [FASC –RACS3
(L1), AR058H05 –AR050A05 (L5), LOC51629 –RPIP8,
AR025H09 – ITGA2B , AR029G01 – UNR6203C07 ,
CNTNAP1 –EZH1, RAB5C –GCN5L2, MGC9753 –MLN64,
AR094D04 – AR072C03 , AR012H09 – NDP52 and
FLJ21347 –FLJ11164 (L6), FLJ20739 –MRPS23 and
MKP –AP1GBP1 (L9), CTNS –CARKL (L11), DDX33 –
MGC4189 and ENO3 –SE259162 (L13), and SCO1 –
PMP22 and LLGL1 –TOP3A (L16)] mapped to the same
map position (Fig. 1), for a total of 294 effective map positions
in the SSC12 RH12,000-rad map. As the size of SSC12 was
estimated at 74 Mb [45], slightly smaller than HSA17 [¨78 Mb
(Fig. 2), http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/maps.cgi?
taxid=9606&chr=17], the resolution of the SSC12 RH12,000-rad
map is ¨15.3 kb/cR12,000. Compared to the second-generation
SSC12 EST RH7000-rad map (http://www.ag.unr.edu/beattie/
research.htm), with 103 ESTs and 15 framework markers
covering 2287 cR7000 (¨34 kb/cR7000), the current resolution
of the SSC12 RH12,000-rad map is twofold (34/15.3 = 2.2) higher
than that of the RH7000-rad map.
The retention frequency (RF) of the 337 SSC12 markers
ranged from 7.8 (TP53) to 50.0% (ATP5G1); the average
was 32.1% (Supplementary Table 1). This average is slightly
lower than the estimated frequency of 35.4% reported for the
entire genome in the IMNpRH2 panel [16]. When analyzing
the RF of markers along the map, we noticed three
interesting regions. The first region is located on SSC12q
between ALOX12 (L13 in Fig. 1) and P101-P13K (L14),
containing 20 markers that all had a significantly lower RF,
ranging from 7.8 to 24.4% with an average of 16.4%
(Supplementary Table 1). Of 337 markers typed on the
IMNpRH2 panel, 8 were identified to have a RF <15.0%. All
of these lower RF markers were located in this region. The
second region corresponds to the centromere of SSC12
between AR054D02 (L6) and MGC15396 (L6), which
contains 19 markers with an average RF of 39.1%. The
third region contains another 19 markers located on SSC12q
between S0147 (L9) and TIAF1 (L10) with an average RF of
44.7%. Human orthologs in this region are all localized
between 23 and 30 Mb on HSA17, where the centromere of
HSA17 is located (Fig. 1).
As described under Materials and methods, two markers
(one made in Japan, the other in the United States) for nine
genes, AP2B1, GRB2, LOC81558, NDP52, RPA1, SCAP1,
SMARCE1, STAT5A, and TOP2A, were typed separately on the
IMNpRH2 panel. In the case of NDP52, the two markers
mapped to the same position. For the remaining eight genes,
the paired markers mapped next to each other within a narrow
interval of 8.2 cR12,000 (range 2.5 to 12.8 cR12,000) (Fig. 1). The
physical distances (in kilobases) between the paired markers
could not be determined, as the porcine genome sequence is
not available. However, by comparing the sequences of the
PCR fragments amplified using primer pairs against the human
Fig. 1. A high-resolution RH12,000-rad map for SSC12 compared with HSA17. A total of 320 markers including 20 microsatellites (purple), 202 genes (green), and 98
ESTs (red) in 16 linkage groups (L1–L16) are ordered at LOD 6.0. The order and orientation of the linkage groups were determined based on the markers mapped on
the SSC12 linkage map and the ESTs/genes ordered in the RH7000-rad maps. On the left of the RH map are the cytogenetic and linkage maps of SSC12. On the right
of the RH map are the gene locations on HSA17 and the HSA17 cytogenetic map. The colored arrows on the left of HSA17 indicate the orientation of synteny groups
of genes on the SSC12 RH map. The scale on the right of HSA17 indicates the positions of the sequence in megabases. The rearrangement of genes in the box (L9) is
discussed in detail in the text.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of gene order between SSC12 and HSA17. A total of 245 genes (ESTs) were compared based on their positions on HSA17 and on SSC12. The
positions of genes on HSA17 (human genome sequence, Build 35.1) are compared with the positions of the corresponding genes on the SSC12 RH12,000-rad map
(Fig. 1). Map distances (cR) for SSC12 are the accumulated sum of the linkage groups (L1–L16) from Fig. 1 (Supplementary Table 1). Each dot represents a gene
and its Cartesian coordinates. Each color designates a different linkage group. An abrupt change in coordinates between adjacent genes indicates a rearrangement.
Individual linkage groups (L1 to L16) on the SSC12 RH12,000-rad map are highlighted and denoted on the right side. The gene rearrangement in the box (L9) is
discussed in detail in the text.
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distances between paired markers for four genes: AP2B1 and
AR040A05, 136.5 kb; SMAECE1 and AR054E08, 11.9 kb;
STAT5A and AR060G08, 3.4 kb; and TOP2A and AR077C06,
11.7 kb. These intervals corresponded to 12.4, 4.8, 2.5, and
12.8 cR12,000, respectively, in the current SSC12 RH map.
These data suggest that the 12,000-rad IMNpRH2 panel
provides a high-resolution scaffold for interval mapping and
sequencing of the swine genome.
Comparative map
To construct a comparative map of the pig and human
genomes we first determined the positions in the human
genome sequence (Build 35.1) for ESTs/genes mapped on the
SSC12 RH12,000-rad panel (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 1). We
found that all 202 orthologs on HSA17 mapped on SSC12. Of
98 swine ESTs mapped, 63 matched an annotated sequence on
HSA17. The remaining 35 ESTs ordered on SSC12 did not
show significant similarity to any sequence in the human
genome (Build 35.1) (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 1). Among
the 63 ESTs that had orthologs on HSA17, 52 were annotated.
The corresponding human genes are shown in Fig. 1 (also in
Supplementary Table 1) with their EST designation in
parentheses. The remaining 11 ESTs did not match to any
human coding sequence on HSA17. This observation provides
initial molecular support for bidirectional chromosome painting
results [19–21] suggesting that SSC12 and HSA17 are
significantly conserved. However, when gene order was
compared between the two species, six distinct macro-
rearrangements (colored arrows in Fig. 1) were identified.
When we analyzed the coordinates of 245 genes (ESTs) based
on their position on HSA17 and SSC12 (Fig. 2), we observed
that within the apparent complete synteny between HSA17 and
SSC12 there are two major intrachromosomal inversions (Fig.
2). The first inversion occurs in the regions of 34.1–42.4 Mb
(MLLT6–RPIP8) and 43.0–57.4 Mb (NPEPPS–APPBP2) onHSA17, while the second inversion occurs in the distal region
on HSA17p (or SSC12q) that corresponds to 0.0–6.3 Mb
(ABR –FLJ10156) and 4.5–21.0 Mb (ALOX15 –PMI) on
HSA17. We also observed micro-rearrangements within the
synteny segments, particularly in the larger linkage groups
(Fig. 2). For example, sequence blocks of ¨2.8 Mb (39.6–42.4
Mb on HSA17) in L6, ¨2.8 Mb (22.7–25.5 Mb) in L10, ¨0.8
Mb (4.5–5.3 Mb) in L13, and ¨2.5 Mb (17.1–19.6 Mb) in
L16 are apparently inverted (Fig. 2). In L9, there were at least
two subgroups of genes; one subgroup locates between 53.3
and 57.4 Mb on HSA17 and the other between 28.8 and 33.0
Mb. Genes adjacent to the boundary of the two subgroups
within ¨2 Mb have also gone through a series of rearrange-
ments (boxed genes in Fig. 2).
Discussion
The 12,000-rad IMNpRH2 panel complements the 7000-rad
IMpRH panel and provides a 2–3 higher resolution across
the porcine genome ([16] and this study). The IMNpRH2 panel
has been used successfully to construct high-resolution maps
for the RN (RN locus) region on SSC15q25 [16], a QTL region
on SSC7q11–q14 [18], and a region on SSC6q1.2 [17]. It has
not been used to construct a map for an entire chromosome.
This is the first attempt to use the panel to construct a high-
resolution RH map for an entire chromosome. The SSC12
RH12,000-rad map contains 320 markers and covers ¨4836.9 cR.
We observed ¨2.2-fold increase in resolution over the SSC12
RH7000-rad map (http://www.ag.unr.edu/beattie/research.htm),
slightly less than the 2.4-, 2.8-, and 3.0-fold increases in
resolution observed in regions on SSC7q11–q14 [18],
SSC15q25 [16], and SSC6q1.2 [17], respectively. We estimate
the average resolution of the IMNpRH2 panel at ¨15.3 kb/
cR12,000, also relatively lower than the 12–14, 10.7, and 6.6 kb/
cR12,000 observed in the SSC15q25 [16], SSC7q11–q14 [18],
and SSC6q1.2 regions [17]. We propose that, first, previous
studies with the IMNpRH2 panel all focused on a small region
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on SSC7q11–q14 [18], and 1.4 Mb on SSC6q1.2 [17]. None of
these regions contain a centromere. Although the resolution
estimated from these small regions demonstrates the potential
mapping power of the IMNpRH2 panel, it should probably not
be applied to an entire chromosome or the whole genome when
centromeric and long stretches of repeat sequences are taken
into account. In addition, the fact that the kb/cR ratio was not
constant and variations in the regions characterized by Yerle et
al. [16] may explain the difference in mapping resolution
among different regions of the genome. Second, the marker
density on SSC12 was 1 marker per ¨252 kb (74 Mb/294
effective positions), in comparison to ¨133 (2.4 Mb/18) and
¨68 kb (1.37 Mb/20) in the region of SSC15q25 [16] and
SSC6q1.2 [17], respectively. The relatively low marker density
on SSC12 could also play a role in the lower estimate of the
kb/cR ratio.
One of the best ways to test map resolution is to design
more than one pair of primers from different regions of a given
gene and then map them on the same RH panel. The expected
outcome of the test would be that paired markers map to the
same location or adjacent to each other depending on the
physical distance between the two markers. In the present
study, we analyzed nine paired markers designed from nine
genes across SSC12. We found that all paired markers mapped
either to the same position or next to each other over a short
distance, indicating the high resolution and reliability of the
IMNpRH2 panel.
The order of the 16 linkage groups was based on the order
of MS markers on the SSC12 genetic map (Fig. 1). Several
MSs were included in the larger linkage groups such as L2, L6,
and L9. The order of these MSs in their corresponding group
on the SSC12 RH12,000-rad map is in complete agreement with
their order on the genetic map (Fig. 1). After comparing the
SSC12 RH12,000-rad map with the second-generation EST map
built on the IMpRH7000-rad panel (http://www.ag.unr.edu/
beattie/research.htm), we identified a total of 99 markers
including 10 MSs and 89 ESTs common to both RH maps.
In general, the two maps are in agreement and support each
other. The orders for the 10 common MSs are identical in both
maps. However, the order of the 89 common EST markers is
not identical between the RH7000-rad and the RH12,000-rad maps.
We observed several instances of marker flip (data not shown)
between the two maps. These flips usually involved two to six
markers in a narrow region. Recently, a high-resolution SSC12
RH7000-rad map of 205 genes with 2 linkage groups at LOD 6.0
was developed using the IMpRH panel (T. Shimogiri et al.,
submitted for publication). A significant number of the mapped
genes (189/205; 92.2%) are in common with our 12,000-rad
RH map. The linkage groups L1–L13 and L15 and L16 on our
map correspond to linkage groups 1 and 2 in the Shimogiri et
al. (submitted for publication) 7000-rad map, respectively, in
identical order, while markers in L14 were not mapped on the
7000-rad map. When the order of the 189 genes was compared
between the two maps, we also observed several instances of
marker flip (data not shown). This finding is not unexpected as
every marker was flipped internally to improve order when themaps were constructed. It is worth noting that, when we
compared the gene order between SSC12 and HSA17, we
identified only a few gene rearrangements within narrow
regions except for the major break points of the intrachromo-
somal inversions (Fig. 2). Therefore, we believe that the SSC12
RH12,000-rad map is more accurate and reliable based on the
positions of paired markers from 9 genes and from a
comparison of the gene order of 245 genes (ESTs) between
SSC12 and HSA17 (Fig. 2).
It is believed that each chromosome is the product of
evolution, shaped by processes that have arranged and
exchanged sequences, and has provided the basis for a range
of genetically determined and genomically influenced traits
[46]. Comparative mapping and bidirectional Zoo-FISH
between mammalian species have demonstrated that HSA17
is one of the largest continuing segments in the mammalian
ancestor [47] and is conserved entirely within a single
chromosome in many mammalian species, including SSC12
in swine [19–21], BTA19 in cattle [48–50], OAR11 in sheep
[51], ECA11 in horse [52], and FCA E1 in cat [53]. However,
in mouse and rat, although the entire HSA17 appears
conserved within MMU11 and RNO10, MMU11 and
RNO10 also share homology with several other human
chromosomes [54]. Extensive efforts to compare the gene
order between SSC12 and HSA17 were first made by Shi et
al. [41] and Rink et al. [11]. However, no definitive
correlation could be developed because of the limited number
of EST/gene markers. The RH map presented in this study
overcomes this limitation and facilitates comparison of the
detailed gene order between SSC12 and HSA17. It also
provides an opportunity to integrate the RH and cytogenetic
maps and confirm previous FISH mapping results. The
porcine clathrin heavy polypeptide (CLTC) gene previously
mapped to SSC 2p16–p17 by FISH [55] was considered the
homolog of the human CLTC on HSA17 by in silico
comparative mapping [56]. However, porcine CLTC mapped
to SSC12 in the present study (Fig. 1) and a study using the
IMpRH7000-rad panel (T. Shimogiri et al., submitted for
publication). Most importantly, we found that the synteny
group of YPEL2 –CLTC –TUBD1–RPS6KB1 on SSC12 is
completely conserved on HSA17. As this work focused on a
single chromosome, rather than the entire genome, we cannot
exclude the possibility of a second copy of the CLTC gene in
the porcine genome, as a CLTCL (CTLC-like1) mapped to
HSA22 in the human genome [57].
Among 245 human orthologs analyzed [18.1% (245/1354) of
the total number of genes on HSA17], none mapped to a porcine
chromosome other than SSC12. Thus, we conclude that SSC12
and HSA17 appear completely conserved. However, coordinate
analysis of these genes on HSA17 and SSC12 identifies
intrachromosomal rearrangements between the highly con-
served chromosomes occurring at two levels: macro and micro.
Macro-rearrangements were identified as six large synteny
blocks (Fig. 1), four of which were in an inverted orientation
(Figs. 1 and 2). Two major inversions from the short-arm
telomeric region to the middle of SSC12 and in the distal region
of SSC12q were detected. The relatively high resolution of the
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2.8 Mb on HSA17) inverted regions compared with the human
genome sequence. In addition, it also allowed us to explore the
process of rearrangement during the evolution of SSC12. If we
take linkage group 9 as an example, we think the current order of
genes, PS6KB1 –THRAP1 –BCA33 –PPM1D –APPBP2 –
TRIP3 –LHX1 –ACACA –AP1GBP1–ABC1 –CCT4L1 (within
the box in Figs. 1 and 2), is a consequence of a series of
inversions that occurred within an ¨3.2-Mb region (Supple-
mentary Table 1). The first event happened when the segment
(55.5–57.4Mb onHSA17) containing genes ABC1 –APPBP2 –
PPM1D–BCA33 –THRAP1 was inverted, and then one end
(ABC1 end at position 55.5 Mb) of the segment joined with
another segment (28.8–33.0 Mb on HSA17) containing
AP1GBP1 –ACACA –LHX1 –TRIP3 –CCT4L1 at position
33.0 Mb on HSA17 (Fig. 2), producing a boundary between
ABC1 and AP1GBP1 on SSC12. The next inversion involved
genes adjacent to the boundary, including gene ABC1 (position
55.5 Mb on HSA17) on one side of the boundary and
AP1GBP1 –ACACA –LHX1 –TRIP3 (31.9 – 33.0 Mb on
HSA17) on the other side, and the original order of APPBP2 –
ABC1 –AP1GBP1 –ACACA –LHX1 –TRIP3 –CCT4L1 was
inverted into APPBP2 –TRIP3 –LHX1 –ACACA –AP1GBP1 –
ABC1 –CCT4L1. Results from this study support a previous
finding that chromosomal inversion is one of the two dominant
factors (the other factor is translocation) in chromosomal
evolution in mammals [58].
Markers in the centromeric regions of chromosomes often
show the highest retention frequencies. This so-called ‘‘cen-
tromeric effect’’ was observed in several species, including
human [59,60], cattle [61], and chicken [62,63]. In the present
study, we observed that markers in two regions of SSC12 have
significantly higher RF in comparison with markers in the rest
of the chromosome (Supplementary Table 1). One region is
around the centromere of SSC12 and the other is located on
SSC12q between S0147 and TIAF1, corresponding to the
centromere of HSA17 (Fig. 1). This finding not only indicates
a centromeric effect on SSC12, but also suggests a transmitting
centromeric effect from HSA17 (or the corresponding chro-
mosome from the mammalian ancestor) to SSC12 during the
course of evolution. To our knowledge, transmitting centro-
meric effect from one species to another has never been
reported in the literature. It would be interesting to see whether
this kind of effect is a common phenomenon in mammals. We
also observed a region on SSC12q between ALOX12 and
P101-P13K with significantly lower RFs (Fig. 1, Supplemen-
tary Table 1), indicating that this particular region of SSC12 is
underrepresented in the IMNpRH2 panel. Within this region,
we found that the order of three ESTs/genes of two groups
[AR056G04 –ACADVL –HSA011916 and MPDU1 –FXR2 –
EIF4A1 (L13)] could not be resolved because of the identical
RH vector of the markers, suggesting that the lower RF had a
negative effect on map resolution in this region of the RH map.
In summary, these data represent the largest single
assignment of type I markers to an RH map of SSC12,
providing the highest resolution for any physical or EST map
of a porcine chromosome to date. The data support previousZoo-FISH results [19–21] at the molecular level and demon-
strate that SSC12 and HSA17 are highly conserved although
intrachromosomal macro- and micro-rearrangements occur.
The current RH12,000-rad map of SSC12 and the IMNpRH2
panel will be useful in establishing a scaffold for sequencing
the swine genome and fine-mapping the QTL reported on
SSC12 and other chromosomes.
Materials and methods
Genes, ESTs, and microsatellite markers
Of the 208 genes analyzed, 194 genes were isolated from a normalized
cDNA library constructed from the porcine olfactory bulb as described by
Fujisaki et al. [64] and selected as orthologs to well-annotated HSA17 genes (e
values 10100) (T. Shimogiri et al., submitted for publication). The remaining
14 genes were collected from the literature (Supplementary Table 1). A total of
103 EST markers were derived from a panel of normalized porcine cDNA
libraries as described earlier [11,65]. Primers were designed to amplify putative
exons of the selected porcine ESTs/genes with PRIMER3 (http://frodo.wi.mit.
edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3_www.cgi) [66]. All primers were optimized by
determining the highest annealing temperature at which successful amplifica-
tion of porcine genomic DNA took place. Primers were then tested with porcine
and Chinese hamster genomic DNA at that temperature for species specificity.
Primer sequences for the 26 microsatellites were obtained from the literature
(http://www.marc.usda.gov/genome/genome.html).
During the course of this study, we avoided designing redundant primer pairs
for a given gene or EST. However, we still identified nine genes with two pairs of
primers synthesized (one pair designed from the gene cDNA sequence and
synthesized in Japan and the other pair from the corresponding EST, synthesized
in the United States). We decided to treat the two pairs of primers as two
individual markers and typed them separately with the IMNpRH2 panel. We
reasoned that map results from the redundant primer pairs would serve as internal
controls to evaluate mapping accuracy and resolution of the IMNpRH2 panel.
RH typing
A 12,000-rad IMNpRH2 panel [16] containing 90 hybrids was used in this
study. All PCR typing reactions were performed in 96-well Techne Touchgene
thermocyclers. Each PCR contained 25 ng of hybrid DNA, 1 PCR buffer
(Bioline, MA, USA), 0.4 AM each primer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 66 AM each dNTP,
1 cresol loading dye [67], and 0.3 U of Immolase DNA polymerase in a total
volume of 15 Al. The amplification cycle included an initial 95-C, 7-min
denaturing step, followed by cycling between 94-C for 15 s, 57–69-C for 30 s,
and 72-C for 30 s, and a final extension step at 72-C for 5 min. Controls
consisted of porcine and hamster genomic DNA and a reaction containing no
DNA. The first PCR was routinely run for 40 cycles and the second PCR for
between 33 and 40 cycles depending on the level of background amplification
and intensity of pig-specific bands. If more than four discrepancies were
observed between the first and the second PCR, a third PCR was carried out.
The PCR products were electrophoresed on 2% agarose gels, visualized, and
photographed with an AlphaImager 2200 (Alpha Innotech Corp., San Leandro,
CA, USA). At least two gel images per marker were independently scored by
two individuals using GelScore (http://www.weswbarries.com/GelScore/).
Consensus vectors were established by two individuals using GelScore data
as a baseline. Markers with unusually high or low retention frequencies or with
more than four discrepancies were eliminated. Markers were scored as present
(1), absent (0), or ambiguous (2).
Construction of the SSC12 RH12,000 map
Markers were ordered and the map was constructed with CarthaGene
software [43,44]. Marker consensus vectors were loaded into the program
and grouped together at LOD 6.0 and a maximum distance of 100 cR
between markers. This gave the program a base map to utilize for all further
W.-S. Liu et al. / Genomics 86 (2005) 731–738 737analysis. While the build framework (buildfw) command is often used to
generate reliable maps, it is also a method that generates incomplete maps.
A marker can be added to the map only if the difference in log-likelihood
between the best and the second best position is greater than a user-defined
threshold. The process stops when no marker with sufficient quality exists.
This can lead to a situation in which some markers must be forced into
position so that the map will contain all markers. To avoid a situation in
which marker orders would be forced, each linkage group was analyzed
using a simulated annealing. Simulated annealing exploits an analogy with
metallurgy/thermodynamics. When a physical system is at a high temper-
ature, the atoms in the system are in a highly disordered state. Lowering the
temperature of the system results in the atoms of the system acquiring a
more orderly state. The simulation initiated at 300-C and worked down to
0.1-C. At each temperature, the simulated annealing was repeated 100 times.
After each iteration, the temperature was reduced by 20% and the process
repeated. Any improvements to the best ordered map were put into the heap
(resident memory) as the new best map. After the annealing was completed,
the best ordered map for that linkage group was subjected to an improving
method in which each marker was flipped internally to try to better the final
map order. A window size of at least four markers was applied, with the
largest linkage groups using a window size of either six or eight markers.
The best map was compared (order-wise) to the genetic map and the
RH7000-rad map to verify marker order. Maps were drawn using MapCreator
(http://www.wesbarris.com/mapcreator/).
Comparative mapping
All sequences of the porcine ESTs were BLAT searched against the
human genome sequence (Build 35.1) (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/
hgBlat?command = start), which allowed us to find quickly sequences of
95% and greater similarity of length 40 bases or more. Once a sequence match
was identified, the start position of the sequence in the human genome was
collected (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 1). Chromosomal locations and start
positions of their orthologs in the human genome were also established for all
porcine genes analyzed (Supplementary Table 1, Fig. 1) using the NCBI human
Map Viewer (Build 35.1) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/). Cartesian
coordinates of 245 genes (ESTs) based on their map positions on HSA17 and on
SSC12 were also developed (Fig. 2). Map distances (cR) for SSC12 in Fig. 2
were the accumulated sums of the linkage groups (L1–L16) from Fig. 1.
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